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Abstract

We define the notion φ(x, y) has NIP in A, where A is a subset of
a model, and give some equivalences by translating results from [1].
Using additional material from [11] we discuss the number of coheirs
when A is not necessarily countable. We also revisit the notion “φ(x, y)
has NOP in a model M” from [8].

This paper is a kind of companion-piece to [8], although here we are
mainly concerned with direct translations of theorems from [1] into the
(classical) model theory context. The main results are Corollary 2.2 on
equivalences of “φ(x, y) has NIP in A”, Proposition 2.3 on number of
coheirs when A is not necessarily countable, and Lemma 2.6 showing
that the definition of “φ(x, y) has not the order property in M” has
an equivalent formulation compatible with the NIP definitions in the
current paper.

Our model theory notation is standard, and texts such as [9], [7]
will be sufficient background for the model theory part of the paper.
IP stands for the independence property, and NIP for not the inde-
pendence property.
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Definition 0.1. Let T be a complete L-theory, φ(x, y) an L-formula,
and M a model of T .
(i) A set {aα : α < κ} of l(x)-tuples from M is said to be an IP -
witness for φ(x, y) if for all finite disjoint subsets I, J of κ, M |=
∃y(

∧
α∈I φ(aα, y) ∧

∧
β∈J ¬φ(aβ , y)).

(ii) Let A be a set of l(x)-tuples from M . Then φ(x, y) has IP in A
if there is a countably infinite sequence (ai : i < ω) of elements of A
which is an IP -witness for φ(x, y).
(iii) Let A be a set of l(x)-tuples in M . We say that φ(x, y) has NIP
in A if it does not have IP in A.
(iv) φ(x, y) has NIP in M if it has NIP in the set of l(x)-tuples from
M .

Remark 0.2. (i) φ has NIP for the theory T iff it has NIP in every
model M of T iff it has NIP in some model M of T in which all types
over the empty set in countably many variables are realised.
(ii) If φ(x, y) has IP in some model M of T , then there arbitrarily
long IP -witnesses for φ (of course in different models).
(iii) Let (aα : α < κ) be a collection of l(x)-tuples from M and let
M∗ be a saturated elementary extension of M (i.e. |M |+-saturated).
Then (aα : α < κ) is an IP -witness for φ(x, y) iff there are bI in M∗

for each I ⊆ κ such that M∗ |= φ(aα, bI) iff α ∈ I, for all α < κ,
I ⊆ κ.

Given the L-formula φ(x, y), φopp(y, x) is the formula φ(x, y).

Example 0.3. Let M be the structure with sorts P = ω, Q = finite
subsets of ω, and R ⊂ P × Q the membership relation. Then the
formula R(x, y) has IP in M whereas Ropp(y, x) has NIP in M .

In [8], the notion “φ(x, y) has the order property (OP) in a model
M” appeared, and we will discuss in 2.3 the compatibilities with Def-
inition 1.1.

It has been known for a long time that the NIP notion arose indepen-
dently in model theory ([10]) and learning theory [12]. More recently
it was noticed by several people (for example [2], [3] and [4]) that the
notion also appeared independently in the context of function spaces
[1]. The latter paper [1] was at a fairly high level of generality due
to trying to find a common context for functions on compact (Haus-
dorff) spaces and functions on Polish spaces. The compact space case
suffices for our purposes.
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The current paper is partly expository, and has thematic overlap
with [11], [4], [3]. The notion “NIP of φ(x, y) in a model” is mentioned
in [4]. But [11] and [3] deal with “NIP of φ(x, y) in a theory” (in the
continuous framework in the latter paper). In the current paper we
work in classical ({0, 1}-valued) model theory, although results such as
Corollary 2.2 are valid in the continuous logic framework. We should
also mention that in the continuous framework the formula ||x+y|| in
the language of Banach spaces is NIP in Tsirelson’s space MT . This
was shown in [5]. It seems to be open whether the same formula has
NIP in the theory of the Tsirelson space.
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